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Introduction

This information has been produced to support your 
business, as you plan to return to operations following the 
period of lockdown, whilst ensuring you are Covid-19 Secure 
and compliant, to protect your staff and customers. 

This document has been prepared in line with existing 
Government guidance, such as the Government’s Covid-19 
Safer Public Places – Urban Centres and Green Spaces 
guidance document issued on May 13th; and will be 
reviewed in line with the release of any further Government 
guidance.  

Croydon Council and Croydon BID will make best efforts to 
support your business with its external queueing 
requirements, but is it the responsibility of you as the 

business to put in place the relevant arrangements, which 

ensure you are operating safely and within the limits of all 
government guidance and adhering to your Covid-19 
business risk assessment. 

Queuing arrangements will need to consider a number of 
factors and as such cannot be designed and implemented 
in isolation and will need a collaborative approach from 
neighbouring businesses with consideration for others within 

the public realm, such as passing pedestrians.



Queue Management Guidelines

All businesses are required to take responsibility for any queuing 

outside their premises and to ensure this queue does not 

encroach on another businesses operations or run into another 

queue at all times. 

Businesses need to ensure that a minimum of 2.5m width of 

pavement is free for pedestrian access at all times. If the 

pavement is less than 3m then there may be insufficient space to 

safely manage a queue.

Consideration needs to be given to existing street furniture in the 

vicinity of a premises as well as bus stops or waste collection 

routes. Plans must ensure that a pinch point for public access 

isn’t created.

Where possible businesses should have separate exit and entry 

doors to support an in store one-way system.

Businesses should aim to contain the queue within the 

curtailment of their premises.  If queue lengths are likely to 

exceed this then you must consult with Croydon BID / Croydon 

Council.

If neighbouring business premises are closed or vacant then this 

space can be utilised for queue management.

Queue spaces should not be positioned near live traffic and 

away from curb lines. It is never acceptable to allow queues to 

form in the live traffic lane of a road.

All emergency exits must remain accessible at all times.

Businesses, as part of risk assessments. need to identify an agreed 

queuing capacity, which thereafter needs to be monitored and 

subsequently managed.
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Queue Management Guidelines

A staffing or stewarding plan must be implemented for the 

queue space and arrangements to ensure sufficient 

management and monitoring is provided.

Clear lines of communication are crucial to ensure staff and 

customers are provided with accurate information with regards 

to the queue length and likely queuing times, as this will limit 

frustration.

When queues reach capacity, businesses must have the means 

and messaging available to advise customers that they are not 

able to join the queue at this time.

At the end of the trading day, businesses should only allow 

customers to join the queue who will be able to enter the 

premises before closing.

All systems and plans must have social distancing measures and 

messaging at the core of their operation.

All businesses are requested to use on-street or window signs and 

markings to identify the direction of their queue, the need to 

socially distance and where the queue ends.

Business must use of suitable products for all markers ensuring that 

they are not trip or slip hazards and these should be checked 

regularly.

If intending to install barriers you must consult with Croydon 

Council and will also need to consider the cleansing requirement 

of these items to prevent virus transmission.
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Queue Management Guidelines

Where possible businesses should utilise digital ordering solutions 

and queue management systems such as the Check In App 

(which shares information with the public on likely queue times).

Business must consider the safety of customers and implement 

crime prevention measures were applicable such as advising 

those queueing to keep bags closed to prevent pick pockets 

and reporting persistent and aggressive begging or any 

suspicious activity.

Consider support that may be required for those with hidden 

disabilities such as deafness and visual impairments when 

following instructions and queueing. 
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Queuing Resources

Croydon BID has a limited supply of floor decals, which can be 

utilised to support your operations within the premises.

An external standardised floor stencil is also available, and can 

be used for queue markers outside your premises.

If you would utilise these materials please call 0208 603 0050.



Useful Resources

Government Guidance

Shops and Branches – Working Safely During the Coronavirus
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/working-safely-during-coronavirus-covid-
19/shops-and-branches

Safer Public Spaces, Urban Centres and Green Spaces
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/safer-public-places-urban-centres-and-green-
spaces-covid-19

Centre for Protection of National Infrastructure

CPIN Advice Note; Protecting Pedestrian Queues from vehicle as 

weapon attack
https://www.cpni.gov.uk/system/files/documents/9f/8f/CPNI%20and%20NaC
TSO%20Advice%20Note%20-
%20Protecting%20pedestrian%20queues%20from%20Vehicle%20As%20a%20
Weapon%20Attack%2014%20May%202020.pdf

Other

Health and Safety Executive Coronavirus
https://www.hse.gov.uk/news/working-safely-during-coronavirus-
outbreak.htm

Social distancing website information
https://www.socialdistancingplanner.com/
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Contact

If you require any help and advice with regards to your queuing 

arrangement contact Croydon BID on 020 8603 005 or email 

shaun.webster@croydonbid.com

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/working-safely-during-coronavirus-covid-19/shops-and-branches
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/safer-public-places-urban-centres-and-green-spaces-covid-19
https://www.cpni.gov.uk/system/files/documents/9f/8f/CPNI and NaCTSO Advice Note - Protecting pedestrian queues from Vehicle As a Weapon Attack 14 May 2020.pdf
https://www.hse.gov.uk/news/working-safely-during-coronavirus-outbreak.htm
https://www.socialdistancingplanner.com/

